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RDS Data Sets 
RDS data sets made available in this package: 

Dataset Instance 
Count 

Disk Size Contains Minimum Server 

Specifications 

ProteinInteraction_ProteinInteraction ~6.000.000 ~1 MB The main interaction 
instances + STRING 

evidence scores 

    

 

 

MEDIUM 

 
ProteinInteraction_ProteinComplex ~132.000 ~325 kB The main protein-level 

complex instances  

ProteinInteraction_Ontology ~44.000 

 

 

~44 kB The instances required to 
create the ontology/tree 

facets 

 

Base Pipeline  

Access to all the base pipelines on the Asset Center is available via the link provided, which can be used to 
download them: https://info.ontoforce.com/asset-center 

PROTEININTERACTION_PROTEININTERACTION 

About the data set 

Contains species specific protein complexes and protein interactions. The instances are derived from STRING and 
Reactome. STRING provides a more consistently updated alternative to KEGG, while also providing similar data 
(including in some cases, KEGG identifiers).  

PROTEININTERACTION_PROTEINCOMPLEX 

About the data set 

The principal protein-level complex instances, which refer to the most important or prominent examples of molecular 
structures composed of multiple proteins that perform crucial functions in various biological processes. 

PROTEININTERACTION_ONTOLOGY 

About the data set 

The essential instances are included in order to generate the ontology/tree facets, which involve a process of 
organizing and classifying information into a hierarchical structure based on shared characteristics, relationships, and 
properties among different entities or concepts 

https://info.ontoforce.com/what-are-the-recommended-server-specifications
https://info.ontoforce.com/asset-center
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Source Data Sets 
STRING 

Description 

STRING is a database of known and predicted protein-protein interactions. The interactions include direct (physical) 
and indirect (functional) associations; they stem from computational prediction, from knowledge transfer between 
organisms, and from interactions aggregated from other (primary) databases. 

Interactions in STRING are derived from five main sources: 

• Genomic Context Predictions  

• High-throughput Lab Experiments  

• (Conserved) Co-Expression  

• Automated Text Mining  

• Previous Knowledge in Databases 

Download strategy 

String data is only partially downloaded and ingested. Human protein links are favored in spite of all other species. 
Some data like pathways and literature information is not provided as a .csv dump from STRING, but it is extracted 
by their SQL database.  

Source update frequency 

Updates are irregular and infrequent. On average, a new version is released yearly. 

Download frequency 

Every week on Sunday, a check is made for new data and downloaded if available. 

Instances URI strategy 

For each protein-interaction resource: 

• http://ns.ontoforce.com/instance/string/<Protein1_SpeciesTaxID>_<Protein1_Ensembl_ID>_<Protein2_Species
TaxID>_<Protein2_Ensembl_ID> 

o The protein IDs are placed in alphabetical order 

• Example: 

http://identifiers.org/reactome/
http://identifiers.org/reactome/
http://identifiers.org/reactome/
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o http://ns.ontoforce.com/instance/protein_interaction/9606_ENSP00000000233_9606_ENSP0000037
9496 

For each protein-complex resource: 

• http://ns.ontoforce.com/instance/string/<Orinigal_Repository_ID> 

• Examples:  

o http://ns.ontoforce.com/instance/string/1000565_BioCyc2661522 

o http://ns.ontoforce.com/instance/string/10090_RCTM174514  

o http://ns.ontoforce.com/instance/string/aac00010  

Original data model 

• The data model is provided as a SQL database schema at this link: 

o https://stringdb-static.org/download/database.schema.v11.0.pdf 

• The STRING DB browser allows for the protein interactions to be displayed as a graph where protein nodes are 
connected by evidence supporting that protein-protein interaction. 

 

• STRING DB provides data on protein interactions for about 14095 different species.  

Alignment efforts 

• Only the Protein Interaction and Protein Complex resources from the STRING database are included. Other 
resources such as pathways and interaction evidences are not included in this package. 

o The interaction/complex resources originate from the following repositories: 

▪ PDB (complexes) 

http://ns.ontoforce.com/instance/protein_interaction/9606_ENSP00000000233_9606_ENSP00000379496
http://ns.ontoforce.com/instance/protein_interaction/9606_ENSP00000000233_9606_ENSP00000379496
http://identifiers.org/reactome/
http://ns.ontoforce.com/instance/string/1000565_BioCyc2661522
http://ns.ontoforce.com/instance/string/10090_RCTM174514
http://ns.ontoforce.com/instance/string/aac00010
https://stringdb-static.org/download/database.schema.v11.0.pdf
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▪ Gene Ontology (complexes) 

▪ PID (complexes + reaction classifications) 

▪ BioCarta (complexes + reaction classifications) 

• Currently, only human interactions are included in the package to minimize the required disk space for the 
Protein Interaction RDS-package. 

o Inclusion of other species can be provided on request. 

• Protein Interaction instances in the RDS-package are defined as a potential interaction between two proteins. 

o A STRING URL is provided for each instance leading to the STRING DB browser displaying just those 
two proteins and their interaction evidence 

o E.g., for the instance “ACAP2 interacts with ARF5”:  

▪ https://string-
db.org/cgi/network?identifiers=ENSP00000000233%0dENSP00000324287&species=9606  

 

• The “Confidence Level” of a protein interaction is defined as the likelihood in which STRING judges an 
interaction to be true, given the available evidence. 

o It is not an indication of the strength or specificity of a reaction. 

o It is based on the combined score of an interaction’s individual evidence scores. 

o The values are defined as: 

Combined Score >= 0.9 Highest 

0.9 > Combined Score >= 0.7 High 

0.7 > Combined Score >= 0.4 Medium 

0.4 > Combined Score Low 

 

  

https://string-db.org/cgi/network?identifiers=ENSP00000000233%0dENSP00000324287&species=9606
https://string-db.org/cgi/network?identifiers=ENSP00000000233%0dENSP00000324287&species=9606
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REACTOME 

Description 

The Reactome Knowledgebase (https://reactome.org) provides molecular details of signal transduction, transport, 
DNA replication, metabolism, and other cellular processes as an ordered network of molecular transformations in a 
single consistent data model, an extended version of a classic metabolic map. Reactome functions both as an archive 
of biological processes and as a tool for discovering functional relationships in data such as gene expression profiles 
or somatic mutation catalogs from tumor cells. To extend the ability to annotate human disease processes, makers of 
Reactome have implemented a new drug class and have used it initially to annotate drugs relevant to cardiovascular 
disease. The Reactome annotation model depends on external domain experts to identify new areas for annotation 
and to review new content. New web pages facilitate recruitment of community experts and allow those who have 
contributed to Reactome to identify their contributions and link them to their ORCID records. To improve visualization 
of the content, the makers of Reactome have implemented a new tool to automatically lay out the components of 
individual reactions with multiple options for downloading the reaction diagrams and associated data, and a new 
display of our event hierarchy that will facilitate visual interpretation of pathway analysis results. See 
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31691815. 

Download strategy 

Reactome data was downloaded as a Neo4j dump. The Neo4j software was used to load the dump and export it to 
TTL format using cypher queries. These *.ttl files were imported into Metis for running the Reactome source 
pipeline. 

Source update frequency 

Every 2-3 Months. 

Download frequency 

Every week on Wednesday a check is made for new data and downloaded if available. 

Instances URI strategy 

For each Reactome stId (stable identifier): 

• http://identifiers.org/reactome/<ID> 

• Example: http://identifiers.org/reactome/R-HSA-2997723  

Original data model 

The Reactome data model can be found on this page: 

https://reactome.org/documentation/data-model 

More details on the scheme: 

https://reactome.org/content/schema/DatabaseObject 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31691815
http://identifiers.org/reactome/%3cID%3e
http://identifiers.org/reactome/%3cID%3e
http://identifiers.org/reactome/R-HSA-2997723
https://reactome.org/documentation/data-model
https://reactome.org/content/schema/DatabaseObject
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Alignment efforts 

Complexes can contain either (sub)complexes, proteins and/or other small molecules. 

GENE ONTOLOGY 

Description 

The Gene Ontology project provides a controlled vocabulary to describe gene and gene product attributes in any 
organism. 

Download strategy 

The last version of the GO-Plus OWL file is downloaded from the OBO library. 

Source update frequency 

Monthly. 

Download frequency 

Every week on Wednesday a check is made for new data and downloaded if available. 

Instances URI strategy 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/<GO_ID> 

• Example: http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/GO_0000087 

Original data model 

Anatomical Bridging ontologies consist of OWL axioms that connect Cell Ontology to another anatomical ontology. 
The OWL file is available with all the relevant data. 

Alignment efforts 

The provided Gene Ontology OWL file contains a combination of the Gene Ontology and other ontologies, such as 
UBERON and Cell Ontology. 

To prevent overlap and to stay in line with the view of the Gene Ontology OLS Browser, we only keep the resources 
that are non-deprecated GO resources. 

  

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/go/extensions/go-plus.owl
http://ns.ontoforce.com/datasets/fdadrugtreatment/
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ols/ontologies/go
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Integration Diagram 
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